Eclectus
The Bird World’s Eccentric Genius?
by Kathleen Bell, Olathe, KS

As an owner and breeder of these beautiful birds, I continue to grow in my admiration and awe of the Eclectus Parrot.

Much has been written about their simply dazzling physical beauty and I can add nothing new to those praises already sung on their behalf. We have also, although regretfully not enough, read articles on occasion about their impressive talking ability and their basic intelligence. But the fact remains that I feel the world just has not heard enough about how bright, funny and remarkably intelligent these birds really are.

I suppose, just to set the record straight, I need to tell you about Patrick D. Bell Eclectus who was, of course, hatched on St. Patrick’s Day in 1992. His predecessor, Jeremy D. Bell Eclectus, was well on his way to becoming, as Dale Thompson said, “a genius” based on the extent of his vocabulary. Unfortunately, Jeremy spiraled into a psychotic feather plucking episode but is, hopefully, in recovery. When Thompson spoke to a local club we discussed Jeremy’s feather plucking and his remarkable vocabulary and that’s when Thompson observed that if what I told him was accurate, the bird approached genius.

Whether it is the environment in our home or something in our lifestyle that brings these birds up to a special level, I don’t know. But I will tell you that Patrick is well on his way to equaling or possibly surpassing Jeremy in vocabulary.

Patrick lives in a great room with an umbrella cockatoo (Charlotte) on the other side of it. He also contends with the children (Karrie and Michael), the Doberman and the cat (Maggie Moo and Montgomery) and all the friends that drop in. Believe me, Patrick has interaction with all of the above.

Just listening to Patrick’s phrases is interesting and amusing but I want to emphasize that I truly believe that often times he is thinking about what he is saying and he is not just repeating words or phrases—at random times and in random pattern—that he finds interesting.

Of course, because I have a 15-year-old son who is all boy and very active, Patrick’s most frequently heard cry is a loud, strident, “Michael!!!” This can and does come at any time of day or night but, interestingly enough, only in the mornings does Patrick loudly call, “Michael, get your butt out of bed!” Naturally, this happens most often during the school year. He seems to let it go during the summer, which we do appreciate.

When the cockatoo occasionally goes into her cockatoo screams, Patrick will sometimes sit quietly until he has had enough at which point he will loudly call out, “Charlotte, shut up!” Now, I can understand that this might be a case where he associates words with an action since he has heard others make that same, er, request, when Charlotte yodels.

However, Patrick will, when the dog enters the room, call out, “Moo!” and then do the special whistle I use to call the dog. What interests me is his ability to identify the dog by her name when, to my knowledge, no one has formally introduced them to each other. Nor have we ever called the dog “Moo” and used her special whistle in front of the bird. Of course, he hears me call the dog and whistle to bring her in at night, but the dog goes to her own room and does not come within Patrick’s view at all. To me, this indicates a definite ability to connect names to individuals.
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For further proof, when I enter the room, Patrick will say some of his “mom” things such as, “I love my mom,” “I don’t bite mom,” and, “Hello, my darling treasure. I love you soooo much!” This litany usually goes on when he gets his morning cuddle and then his breakfast, in that order.

What I view as yet another example of Patrick using actual thought processes in response to a given situation is a recent incident while I was vacuuming. But let me preface this by explaining one of my training techniques. When a baby, or any other bird, responds well to a command, I say, gushingly, “Praises!” and make quite a to-do over the bird in reaction to its behavior that I am trying to enforce.

Now both Charlotte and Patrick, and probably most other parrots, dislike having the carpet in their room vacuumed. Charlotte throws her crest and screeches loudly until the vacuum stops while Patrick hangs upside down from a swing and flaps his wings.

Usually, I just put the birds in another room to avoid their (and my) stress and screeches loudly until the vacuum goes. Charlotte throws her crest and we certainly want to eliminate that. It is interesting to note that many things in his repertoire are words and phrases he has put together on his own. Sometimes sitting on his stand he’ll go through a talking jag and put together similar phrases on a theme, such as, “I love mom”...then, “Michael loves mom”...then, “Patrick loves Michael”...and, “Patrick loves Moo,” and so on, changing the subject of each sentence.

Of course he does the traditional, as saying “hello” when the phone rings. When the doorbell rings, he sometimes says, “Come on in Honey,” which he has overheard me say when friends drop by. This worked to my disadvantage one summer when two earnest looking individuals with pamphlets in their hands rang the bell. To avoid the issue, I pretended not to be home but when Patrick called out in a loud voice, “Come on in Honey”—in my voice—I had to abashedly answer the door. Fortunately, the issue of my extremely friendly greeting did not arise.

Among the remaining 20% of Patrick’s vocabulary are a few phrases I have intentionally taught him, although the word taught really only means he selected what I offered. I firmly believe that you can repeat the same word or phrase over and over, offer a treat, do what ever your training regimen includes, and if the bird does not care for the sound of that particular word or phrase, you can just about forget about ever hearing it repeated by that bird.

Among some of Patrick’s cuter phrases which he has obligingly learned and enjoys saying are, “I’m a lean, green LOVE MACHINE,” sometimes followed by kissing noises. He says, “I’m an Eclectus,” sometimes followed by, “Are you an Eclectus?” which I did not teach him.

Patrick says, “Give me a kiss,” “I love you, my darling,” and so on and on and on. I know many of you out there can imagine the sickeningly sweet things I have tried to get him to say.

One interesting sidelight, and, again, this goes back to my belief that he can truly think, is that for weeks I said to Charlotte, “I’m a cockaTOO!” Well Charlotte has a few adorable phrases said in her adorable “little child” voice which is a cockatoo trademark, but she has never tried to say that one. One day, however, I heard loudly and clearly, “I’m a cockaTOO!!!” and, of course, it was coming from our lean green love machine. I then said, laughing, to Patrick, “No! You’re an Eclectus!”

Now I am certain you will not believe me, but the Sunflower Bird Club board of directors were meeting at my home so I do have witnesses who will testify to hearing Patrick say, “I’m a cockaTOO! NO!! I’m an Eclectus!” Now that’s clever and amusing enough on its own—but remember, I said to him, “No, you’re an Eclectus!” Patrick, being grammatically as well as politically correct, uses the appropriate pronoun when he makes his declaration. Believe me, it never fails to bring down the house.